The National MagLab is the highest-powered magnet laboratory in the world. Headquartered in Tallahassee, Florida, the MagLab has branch campuses in Gainesville, Florida and Los Alamos, New Mexico. The lab is taxpayer funded, and in return for your investment, we are positively impacting the nation’s economy and making critical discoveries for the technologies of tomorrow.

**THE LAB ANNUALLY CREATES**

- $709 million in the USA
- $325 million in Florida
- $221 million in Tallahassee

**IN ECONOMIC OUTPUT**

The lab is projected to generate $14.2 billion in the USA over the next 20 years!

**RETURN ON INVESTMENT**

- $1 invested by the NSF Core Grant
- $6.44 economic activity generated in the State of Florida

**ATTRACTION VISITORS**

The MagLab hosts more than 1,800 scientists every year from around the world who come to use our world-record instruments to make discoveries on new materials, energy solutions, diseases, and the environment.

**ANNUAL VISITOR IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY**

- $14.4 million in the USA in economic output
- $6.8 million in Florida in economic output
- $4.7 million in Tallahassee in economic output

**MAGLAB VISITORS GENERATE AN ADDITIONAL 100 JOBS!**

**JOB CREATION**

Beyond the hundreds of people employed at the MagLab, the economic activity spurred by the lab creates thousands of jobs.

- 4,550+ jobs in the USA
- 2,170+ jobs in Tallahassee
- 2,680+ jobs in Florida

**ANNUAL VISITOR IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY**

- $14.4 million in the USA in economic output
- $6.8 million in Florida in economic output
- $4.7 million in Tallahassee in economic output
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